In this paper, affine metrics and its associated algebroid bundle provide an structure for unification of gravity and electromagnetism and, geometrization of matter. The field equations are derived from an action principal. The derived equations contain Einstein and Maxwell equations in vacuum simultaneously.
Introduction
Attempts at the unification of gravitation and electromagnetism have been made ever since the advent of general relativity. Most of these attempts share the idea that Einstein's original theory must in some way be generalized that some part of geometry describes electromagnetism. Early attempts in unification of fields have been done by Weyl (considering conformal structures and introducing a new gauge transformation, 1918), Kaluza (adding additional dimension to space-time, 1919), Eddington (considering connection as the central concept and decomposing its Ricci tensor to symmetric and anti-symmetric parts, 1921), Schouten (considering connections with nonzero torsion, 1921), Klein (interpreting fifth dimension of Kaluza theory as a relation to quantum concepts, 1926), Infeld (considering asymmetric metric that its symmetric part represent gravity and its antisymmetric part represent electromagnetism field, 1928), Einstein and Mayer (5-vector formalism and considering vector bundles and connections on vector bundles, 1931) [7] . The due problem has been investigated through many others experiments so far. In [5] affine metrics and its associated algebroid bundle are developed and, theses structures are applied to the general relativity to provide an structure for unification of gravity and electromagnetism. But in [5] , authores have used an special affine metric and constructing the field equations is based on a good suggestion. Here, we consider more general case and obtain field equation from a principal action and calculus of variations. The derived equations not only contain Maxwell ane Einstein equations, but also describe the effects of so-called dark matter in field equations.
Preliminaries
In this section, we summarize definitions and essential facts about affine metric structures, with emphasis on those aspects that are most important for this paper. For more details, you can consult ( [4] , [5] ).
2.1. Affine Concepts definition 2.1. Suppose that V and W are vector spaces, then a function S : V −→ W is called an affine function if there exists a linear function T : V −→ W such that for all u, v ∈ V we have:
T is unique and is known as the linear part of S. Every affine function S : V −→ W is in the form of S(u) = T (u) + a such that T is linear and a ∈ W . In this paper V is a finite dimensional vector space. definition 2.2. If a function S : V × V −→ IR is an affine function for each variable separately, then it will be a 2-affine function. And if it is affine for the first variable and linear in the second variable, then it is called an affine-linear function. Similary, S is called linear-affine if it is linear for the first variable and affine for the second variable. definition 2.3. If S : V × V −→ IR is a 2-affine function such that for all a, b ∈ E, S(a, b) = S(b, a), then S is called symmetric.
If S : V × V −→ IR is a symmetric 2-affine function, then there exists a unique linear-affine function T 1 and a unique symmetric bilinear function T such that for all a, b, u, v ∈ V we have:
T 1 is the linear-affine part of S and T is the bilinear part of S. definition 2.4. If a 2-affine function S : V × V −→ IR is symmetric and its bilinear part is an inner product on V, then S is called an affine inner product on V.
Each inner product on a vector space V as affine space, is also an affine inner product. Notation Let a, b, u, v ∈ V . An affine inner product on V is shown by (a, b) and its affine-linear, linear-affine and biliniear parts respectively are shown by (a, v , u, b) and u, v . Hence
Suppose V is a vector space and (., .) is an affine inner product on V , then there exist a unique vector z ∈ V and a unique scalar λ such that
For each inner product ., . on V and vector z ∈ V and scalar λ, the above equation defines an affine inner product on V . In the first case it is sufficient to assume z as the vector that for all v ∈ V , z, v = −(0, v and λ = (0, 0) − z, z . All affine inner products on V are obtained in this way.
2.2. associated inner product space to affine metrics Let (., .) be an affine inner product on V . SetV be the space of real valued affine map on V .V is a vector space whose dimension is one plus dimension of V . For all x ∈ V setx : V → IR be the affine mapx(y) = (x, y). The map x →x is affine and imbed V intoV as an affine subspace. For all x ∈ V setx : V → IR be the affine mapx(y) =< x, y). The map x →x is linear and imbed V intoV as a vector subspace. Denote the set of allx bȳ V . The space of real valued constant function on V is a one dimensional subspace ofV and is complementary toV . So, we find a natural projection ρ :V → V whose kernel is constant functions and its restriction toV is x → x. If (x, y) = λ + x − z, y − z and λ = 0, then there exist a unique inner product onV such that for all x, y ∈ V we have x,ŷ = (x, y). By manipulating this property we can find the right definition of this inner product.ẑ is the constant functionẑ(x) = λ and must be orthogonal toV . Every element ofV is uniquely written in the formx + µẑ, and we must define x + µ 1ẑ ,ȳ + µ 2ẑ = x, y + λµ 1 µ 2 .
Note that for all x, y ∈ V we havex +ȳ = x + y, sox = x − z +ẑ.
Affine semi-Riemannian manifolds and geometry of its associated algebroid
In this section, M is a fixed smooth manifold and all functions are smooth. definition 3.1. If for every p ∈ M, we choose on every T p M an affine inner product smoothly, then we call it an affine metric on M and M is called an affine semi-Riemannian manifold.
Every semi-Riemannian manifold is also an affine semi-Riemannian manifold. The bilinear part of an affine metric on M is a regular semi-Riemannian metric on M and it is called the associated semi-Riemannian metric. Example If ., . be a semi-Riemannian metric on M, and A ∈ X (M) and φ ∈ C ∞ (M), then the following formula defines an affine metric on M.
Every affine metric on M can be written as above. If 0 be the zero vector field, it is sufficient to set A be the vector field which for all X ∈ X (M), A, X = (0, X in which ., . is the bilinear part of the affine metric and set φ = (0, 0) − A, A .
Associated algebroid bundle and its geometry
In this section M is an affine semi-Riemannian manifold and X, Y ∈ X (M) and its affine metric is as follows:
Let T M be the vector bundle ∪ p∈M T p M . For every X ∈ X (M) letX and X be sections of T M such that (X) p =X p , (X) p = X p .Â is the constant functionÂ(u) = 1 and for simplicity we denote it by G. Let T M be the vector bundle ∪ p∈M T p M that is a subvector bundle of T M . T M is complementary to line subbundle generated by G. Every section of T M uniquely written in the form X + f G for some X ∈ X (M) and f ∈ C ∞ (M). T M is a semiRiemannian vector bundle by the induced inner product:
T M has a natural algebroid structure over T M. The anchor map is
In the definition of Lie bracket on T M the vector field A make a crucial role. Lie bracket on T M is defined as follows:
where,
Jacobi identity is hold because Ω = 1 2 dA ♭ is a closed form. Also, Ω satisfies in the following differential identity. For all X, Y and Z ∈ X (M),
Now, T M is a semi-Riemannian algebroid over T M and has a unique Levicivita connection∇ which can be computed by the following relation [3] . For all X, Y and Z ∈ X (M),
, in foregoing computations we need to use some other tensors equivalent to Ω θ . For X, Y ∈ X (M), define anti-symmetric 1-1 tensor field F θ on M as follows
With respect to the metric on T M , the secrion G is not normal, < G, G >= e 2θ . Set G 1 = e −θ G which is obviously normal field, G 1 , G 1 = 1. In terms of structures defined above, for all X ∈ X (M), we have
The gradient of a smooth function f on a semi-Riemannain manifold (M, g) is denoted by ∇f and defined by g(∇f, X) = df (X). Proposition 3.2. Levi-Civita connection of the semi-Riemannian algebroid T M satisfies the following relations.
Proof. Straightforward computations show these results. For example we verify (2).
For the sake of simplicity in the sequel, let us agree S θ denotes the following symmetric tensor.
Note that, for a smooth function f on M the Laplacian of F is defined by
be an orthonormal local basis andî =< E i , E i >= ±1. For computing the trace of S θ ,we have
Proposition 3.3. If X, Y, Z ∈ X (M) and R is the curvature tensor of M, then the curvature tensor of∇, denoted byR, satisfies the following relations.
Proof. Routine computations show these results. For example we compute (6),
Note that in an inner vector space V for each basis
of V which is known as its reciprocal basis, with the property 
< T, S >
To compute Ricci curvature and scalar curvature of∇, we need to consider some local basis vector fields
, in this case {E 1 , · · · , E n , G 1 } is a local basis for T M and its reciprocal basis is
In foregoing computations we use the following notation.
Proposition 3.4. The Ricci curvature tensor of∇, denoted by Ric, satisfies the following relations.
Proof. Routine computations show these results. For example we compute (10),
Proposition 3.5. Let R be the scalar curvature of M then the scalar curvature of∇, denoted byR satisfies the following relation.
Proof.R
Application to general relativity
In this section, M is an arbitrary oriented connected manifold which can be regarded as a space-time manifold. Fix a metricḡ = (g, θ) on T M, so for all X, Y ∈ X (M) and f, g ∈ C ∞ (M) we haveḡ
Leth is an arbitrary metric on T M , we can writē
the above equation shows thath is completely determineds by its valus on h(X, Y ),h(X, G) andh(G, G). The Riez representaion theorem shows there exist an 1-form δ on M such thath(X, G) = e 2θ δ(X). So,h is determined by a triple (g, δ, h) where g is a semmi-Riemannian metric on M, δ is an 1-form and, h is a smooth function on M. In fact
With above constructionḡ is equivalent to the triple (g, 0, θ) where, 0 is the zero 1-form on M.
Denote canonical volume form of a meter g ′ on the oriented manifold M by dV g ′ . Also, denote the scalar curvature tensor of metric (g ′ , δ, θ) on T M bŷ R ′ . The Hilbert-Einstein action L on M is defined as follows.
To be more precise, we must assume M is compact or we must integrate on open subset U of M such that the closure U is compact. For a symmetric two tensor s, a smooth function h and 1-from δ set,
For sufficiently small t,ḡ = (g(t),δ(t),θ(t)) is a variation ofḡ = (g, 0, θ).ḡ is a critical meter for Hilber-Einstein action iff for any pair (s, δ, h):
where,R(t) is the scalar curvature ofḡ = (g(t),δ(t),θ(t)) and
in above,R(t) is the scalar curvature ofg(t). To find derivation in (14), we must compute derivations ofR(t) , tr(F θ •F θ ) , △(θ(t)), |∇θ(t)| 2 and dV g+ts for t = 0. In [2] , it is shown:
It is suficient to compute derivation of tr(F θ •F θ ) at t = 0. Tensor Field F θ is obtained from Ω θ and, if F θ = e θ F then, tr(F oF ) = − Ω, Ω , and 2-form Ω related to orthogonal decomposition of T M with respect tō g. In fact, this decomposition defines a map λ : T M −→ T M , such that λ(X) = X. And
Since for all X ∈ X (M), we havē
So, X → λ(X) + Γ t (X)G is the induced map by the metric (g,δ,θ). Hence, we can write
By means of a local coordinate system on M with local frame ∂ i , set Ω(∂ i , ∂ j ) = Ω ij . we have
, Ω mn so, the above computations show
For every T ∈ A p (M) and
Also note that the integral of divergence of every vector fields on M is zero. Now, we are ready to compute derivation of the L g(t),δ(t),θ(t) for t = 0.
Where I is the first integral and, II is the second one. According to [2] , we have
We compute II as follows,
The above expresion vanishes for all pair (s, δ, h), iff
These are field equations for (g, 0, θ) and determine critical metrics for Hilbert action. The first equation is Einstein field equation. Taking traces of both sides of (20), we find that R = 2|∇θ| 2 the value of R is related to the existent matter in the space-time points and, the above relation shows θ is related to matter. According to this equality we can write the field equations as follows.
Note that for a tensor field T , and an smooth function f on M, div(f T ) = f div(T ) + i ∇f T . According to the equation (24), for all X ∈ X (M) we can write
In seuel we use the following notations.
In the term of this notation (20) can be written as follows.
We compute divergence of both tensors Ric Ω and tr(F • F )g. To compute (div(Ric Ω ))(X), fix a point p in M. Assume that (∇X)(p) = 0, by parallel translating the value of X at p. Also, take a normal basis
is also normal and, we compute at p.
In above we used the differential identity for F which is derived from (1).
Remind that for any smooth function f and the metric g on M:
hence, with the help of (26) we compute divergence of T Ω = e −2θ T In summary, with the help of (24) which is equivalent to (26), we have
To compute divergence of the symmetric tensor T θ we can write.
dθ(E i )Hes(θ)(E i , X) = △(θ)dθ(X) + Hes( ∇θ, X) Also, we have div(| ∇θ| 2 g)(X) = d(| ∇θ| 2 )(X) = X ∇θ, ∇θ = 2 ∇ X ( ∇θ), ∇θ = 2(∇ X dθ)( ∇θ) = 2Hes(θ)( ∇θ, X).
Since, divergence of Einstein tensor is zero so, the divergence of the right hand side of (20) must be zero. With the help of (24) and (25), we have the following proposition that remindes the conversation low for momentumenergy tensor. Proof. It is sufficient to collect our computations in above.
Conclusion
This structure is completely geometrical and forces and matter are parts of the geometry. Of course, it does not contain quantum effects. This theory must be improved such that be capable of describing particles and their internal structures.
